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Introduction

La physique pp à haute luminosité auprès du "grand collisionneur hadronique" LHC
(Large Hadron Collider) au CERN, exige une bonne résolution spatiale et une résistance au
haut flux de radiation pour les détecteurs de trajectoires. Les chambres gazeuses à micropistes
(MSGC), rélaisées par dépôt de pistes anodes et cathodes sur un substrat, répondent
parfaitement à ces contraintes. On envisage donc de se doter de telles chambres pour réaliser
le détecteur de traces internes de l'expérience CMS. Malheureusement, le substrat est
déterminant pour la stabilité de fonctionnement des MSGC, particulièrement à haut flux de
radiation, cet effet étant lié au phénomène d'accumulation de charges à la surface du substrat.
Des variations de gain en fonction du temps et du taux de comptage ont été observées au
cours de nombreux tests de MSGC. Une simulation électrostatique ou une simulation dans
laquelle seule la conduction du substrat est considérée (en négligeant la conduction du gaz) ne
peuvent pas expliquer les variations de gain en fonction du taux de comptage et de la
résistivité du substrat. De plus, les modélisations théoriques existantes ne peuvent décrire
quantitativement ce phénomène.
La thèse est dévolue à la résolution de ce problème. Une étude détaillée du mécanisme
d'accumulation de charges à l'interface substrat-gaz est entreprise. Trois modélisations
théoriques sont établies concernant le champ électrodynamique dans un système de plusieurs
diélectriques homogènes à résistivité finie [1], la diffusion transversale des électrons et des
ions dans un champ inhomogène [2] et la conduction du gaz [3]. Ceci conduit à la première
explication quantitative des variations du gain des MSGC, confirmant les mesures
expérimentales. On peut ainsi montrer que la stabilité des MSGC peut être obtenue en
utilisant un verre à conduction électronique.
Un logiciel de simulation électrodynamique a été développé afin de pouvoir prédire les
variations et les conditions de fonctionnement stable des MSGC. En conséquence, une
méthode de compensation des pertes de gain (pour des MSGC réalisées sur des substrats de
hautes résistivités) par polarisation de la face arrière du substrat, a pu être proposée et testée
avec succès à l'IReS [4].

Conclusion

1) - La Regie d'Accumulation des Charges (RCA) combinee avec une simulation electrique
precise, qui donne le detail du champ electrique au voisinage de la surface du substrat,
donne une comprehension claire et la premiere explication quantitative du mecanisme
d'accumulation des charges a la surface et des variations du gain des chambres MSGC.
2) - La simulation electrodynamique basee sur les modelisations proposees dans la these peut
recreer le processus des variations du gain, lie aux effets d'accumulation de charges a la
surface, avec une precision meilleure que 15%.
3) - La simulation confirme les observations experimentales : la stabilite en gain des MSGC
peut etre realisee avec des substrats de relativement basse resistivite (109 -J- 1012 ohm cm)
et ceci pour des taux de comptage jusqu'a 105 a 107 particules/(s mm2).
4) - La simulation montre que la stabilite en gain peut etre obtenue egalement, pour des
substrats a plus haute resistivite (> 1014 Q. cm) en augmentant le potentiel de la face
arriere du substrat. Ceci est confirme par des mesures experimentales a 1'IReS [4].
5) - La simulation prevoit que la stabilite du gain et la limite superieure du taux de comptage
peuvent aussi etre ameliores par la reduction de l'epaisseur des pistes, par exemple, moins
de 0,4 um.

Abstract

Gas gain variations as functions of time, counting rate and substrate resistivity have been
observed with Micro-Strip Gas Chambers (MSGC). Such a chamber is here treated as a
system of 2 dielectrics, gas and substrate, with finite resistivities. Electric charging between
their interface results in variations of the electric field and the gas gain. The electrodynamic
equations (including time dependence) for such a system are proposed. A Rule of Charge
Accumulation (RCA) is then derived which allows to determine the quantity and sign of
charges accumulated on the surface at equilibrium. In order to apply the equations and the
rule to MSGCs, a model of gas conductance induced by ionizing radiation is proposed, and a
differential equation and some formulae are derived to calculate the rms dispersion and the
spatial distribution of electrons (ions) in inhomogeneous electric fields.
RCA coupled with a precise simulation of the electric fields gives the first quantitative
explanation of gas gain variations of MSGCs. Finally an electrodynamic simulation program
is made to reproduce the dynamic process of gain variation due to surface charging with an
uncertainty of at most 15% relative to experimental data. As a consequence, the methods for
stabilizing operation of MSGCs are proposed.

Introduction
The study of pp collisions at high luminosity at the LHC (Large Hadron Collider at CERN)
demands good spatial resolution and radiation hardness of tracking detectors. MicroStrip Gas
chambers (MSGC) foreseen for the inner tracker of the CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid)
experiment possess these features as well as suitable rate capabilities. They consist of anodes
and cathodes supported by an insulating substrate opposite to a drift plane. However, nonstable performance of MSGCs, in particular at high rates, has been observed in tests during
the development of MSGCs. For example, measured gas gains vary as function of time,
counting rates and substrate resistivity. They may be attributed, e.g., to charging of the
surface of the dielectric substrate.
Electrostatic simulations neglecting gas conductance cannot explain why these variations
depend on counting rate and on substrate resistivity. In fact the existing theoretical models
cannot describe quantitatively the phenomenon.
This thesis is a contribution to the developement and understanding of MSGCs. A detailed
investigation of surface charging mechanisms and gas conductance has been conducted.
Theoretical models are proposed for i)- electrodynamic fields in a system of multi-dielectrics
with finite resistivities [1], ii)- the transverse diffusion of electrons (ions) in inhomogeneous
electric fields [2] and ill)- gas conductance [3]. These models are important ingredients, when
coupled to field simulation, for the first quantitative explanation of gain variations of MSGCs,
and for the verification of stable gains for MSGCs manufactured from electronically
conductive glasses.
An electrodynamic simulation program, based on a finite element technique, has been
developed to calculate variations of electric fields as function of accumulated charges, thus as
function of time, counting rate and substrate resistivity. This yields predictions for the
evolution of gains. A method to stabilize the operation of MSGCs made from high resistivity
substrates, via the potential of the back plane of the substrate, is proposed and verified
experimentally [4]. The simulation also suggests that very good stability and rate capability
can be obtained by reducing the anode strip thickness to less than 0.4 |im in addition to

controlling the back plane potential. This electrodynamic simulation program can be adapted
to the simulations for other types of gas counters, e.g. Micro-Gap Chambers.
Chapter 1 is a short introduction to MSGCs. Chapters 2,3 and 4 describe the three
theoretical models which are essential parts of the electrodynamic simulation. Chapter 5 deals
with the quantitative explanation of observed gain variations of MSGCs. Chapter 6 describes
the electrodynamic simulation program. Comparisons with experimental data and conclusions
are given in chapter 7.
As a large part of this thesis has already been published, this text is supposed to serve as a
rather compact introduction to and an elaboration on these publications.

Chapter 1
Introduction to MSGCs
1.1 MSGCs for particle detection at high energies
MSGCs are promissing high rate, high resolution detectors suited for the use in high
luminosity collider experiments. One expects efficient detection of tracks of charged particles
at a resonable cost [5].
The operating characteristics of MSGCs make them very attractive also for other purposes,
such as for improvements of the performances of other detectors (e.g. pre-shower counter,
transition radiation and muon detectors), for the use at e+e~ factories, as well as for
applications at medical facilities, in nuclear physics and astrophysics.
The concept of MSGCs is derived from multi wire proportional chambers; they consist of
thin parallel metal (Al, Cr or Au) strips on a dielectric substratum (glass or plastic), acting as
anodes and cathodes (Fig. 1). Primary electrons from ionizing particles drift across a drift
space of about 3 mm and are multiplied proportionally in an avalanche area of about 30-^-40
fim from the anodes. With electro- or photo-lithographic techniques spacings, P, smaller than
about 100 |im between anodes and cathodes can be realized yielding excellent granularity and

very fast collection of positive ions produced in the avalanches. The rate capability is thus
increased when compared to other gaseous detectors. The expected position accurancy is of
about P/(12l/2) = 30 jim. Good proportionality and energy resolution (about 11% at 5.9 keV)
are obtained.
Although MSGC cannot compete with solid state devices in terms of spatial resolution,
they offer some advantages: i)- anode signals of about 10^ to 10^ electrons for tracks of
minimum ionizing particles, ii)- relatively low cost allowing to conceive the coverage of
larger surfaces, iii)- less multiple scattering, less absorbtion of soft X rays and less gamma
conversions due to thin glass and plastic supports.

Flux at LHC:
1 0 4 - 1 0 5 tracks/(s.mm2)
Drift plane

3+5 mm
Charge
200 fjm —
Cathode

Back plane
Fig. 1 Scheme of a MSGC

1.2 Known problems
A certain number of problems appeared during the development of MSGCs: gain
variations as function of time, of counting rate and of substrate resistivity, disruption of strips
due to discharges, ageing effects due to polymerization products on the electrodes.

It has been verified experimentally that gain stability can be obtained with MSGCs
manufactured on electron conductive glasses with bulk resistivity of l O ^ l O ^ Q Cm.
However, such glasses are expensive.
It is essential to study these problems in detail both experimentally and theoretically in
order to understand and to eventually eliminate them. The goal of this thesis is a detailed
analysis of gain instabilites due to surface charging.

Chapter 2
Transverse diffusion of electrons and ions in inhomogeneous electric fields
2.1 Introduction
In MSGCs, the drift field which is almost uniform over most of the drift volume converges
onto a partial region of width 5 centered on the anode surface; most of the primary electrons
drift along these field lines. The remaining part of anode surface is occupied by the field lines
connected to the cathode strips, the width 5 is therefore smaller than the width of MSGC
anode strips. The drift electrons do not end up in this limited area due to transverse diffusion,
they may thus diffuse beyond the edges of anode strips causing charge accumulation on the
substrate surface between the electrodes, thus reducing stability of MSGC operation. It is
important to investigate this phenomenon in order to understand surface charging of MSGCs
in detail, and to improve on their geometrical design and the applied voltages.
Classical formulae for transverse dispersion exist assuming a constant diffusion coefficient
and a constant drift velocity vector[6]. This does not hold for inhomogeneous electric fields.
A differential equation will be given in section 2.4.1 for the time dependence of the rms
transverse dispersion, with its solution in section 2.4.2. The transverse probability distribution
for electrons in inhomogeneous fields is discussed in section 2.5.

In the following all formulae are derived for electron diffusion. They are also applicable to
ions except that ions drift towards cathodes, and that ion transverse diffusion parameters are
much smaler than those of electrons (section 6.5).

2.2 Electron swarms
2.2.1 The definition of a swarm and its centre of mass
For the eletrodynamic simulation for MSGC, the problem space will be divided into about
100000 elements (section 6.4). The dimension (0.1*0.5 \xm) of one element is very small. The
charges produced by ionizing radiation or gas amplification in one element are approximated
by its integral charge source positioned at the centre of this element. The N electrons making
up this charge source are called 'electron swarm'. The motion and distribution of all charges
will be investigated in terms of swarms. The electron cloud onto anode is the integral of all
electron swarms.
The position of a given charge in gas is not know with precision. However, a spatial
probability distribution can be determined in principle by many measurements placing each
time an electron at a initial position and determining its position a certain time later. A swarm
can therefore be characterized by a spatial probability density for its electrons.
The motion of a swarm can be decomposed into three parts: i) a displacement, i.e. drift,
along the electric field E, characterized by the motion of its Centre of Mass (CM), ii) a
rotation about the CM in case of curved field lines, and iii) an expansion. As the transverse
direction is perpendicular to the velocity of the CM, transverse diffusion is the diffusion along
equipotential surfaces. Therefore it becomes parallel to the surface of an electrode as the
swarm approaches it.
In the following, the coordinates of electron 'i' in the detector reference frame are denoted
byRi(Xi,Yi,Zi) (Fig.2).

Equipotential lines

Anode

Fig. 2

The CM reference frame of a swarm at o and the velocity of
transverse drift (Wx) of an individual electron i in the swarm.

The position of the CM of a swarm is :
N

R c = (1/N) Z Ri

(1-a)

with its velocity:

dRc/dt = (1/N) I dRi/dt
The drift motion is the collective motion of all electrons in a swarm; the absolute value of its
velocity is small, compared to the instantaneous (chaotic) velocity of individual electrons
[7]. One can decompose the velocity of individual electrons T into drift velocity W(Ri) and
chaotic velocity vi:

dRc/dt = (1/N) I (w(R0 + vi)

(1-b)

The drift velocity W(Ri) is exclusively determined by the electric field at Ri. The time for
adaptation of drift velocity of an electron in an inhomogeneous field is neglected as it is of the
order of 1(H * s [7], corresponding to a small drift length of about 0.04 (im.
N
The chaotic velocities are assumed to be isotropic, i.e. (1/N)X vi = 0 as N is large enough.
The velocity of CM is then:

w c = dRc/dt = (1/N) Sw(Ri)

(2)

It means that the velocity of CM is equal to the mean of drift velocities of all electrons in the
swarm. The quantity We is not necessarily equal to W(Rc). However, this is the case in
practice as explained in the following section.

2.2.2 The size of a swarm
The dimension of an electron swarm in the focus fields of a MSGC is now examined. Time
averaged electron densities are laterally uniform across the drift field up to the transition
region between the homogeneous drift field and the focus field. Distribution of electrons in
the focus field is therefore almost independent of the detailed processes in the drift field.
8

Consequently, the initial electron swarms can be defined at the interface between drift field
and focus field, generally about 200 Jim from the anode-cathode plane.
The dimension of a swarm is first estimated by the formula for homogeneous fields. The
transverse rms dispersion, <JX, of an electron swarm after a drift length s is in each dimension
[6]:

a x = (4Vw c )V2 (5/2)1/2 t

where X is the diffusion coefficient. The transverse diffusion parameter Cj = (4A./w c )^ has a
numerical value of about 100 (im/Vmm for a gas mixture Ar/CH4 (90/10) at 25 kV/cm [8],
the mean strength of the focus field for a typical MSGC. So, ax ~ 30 |im after a drift of 200
Jim; Gx should be smaller than 30 Jim for many other gases, especially 'cool gases'. The
longitudinal dispersion is of the same order [6]. Due to the converging focus field the
corresponding values of a x should be even smaller, i.e. about 2-^-3 |im near the anode (see
section 2.4.3).
The dimension of focus field of MSGCs is about 200 u.m, thus the field gradient is small
over a distance o. Therefore, the variation of drift velocities across a swarm is small. As a
first approximation, their mean values, i.e. WC) can be replaced by the corresponding values at
the CM, i.e. w(Rc) [2]. One concludes, that the CM of a swarm follows a field line which
traverses the origin of the swarm; the so called drift velocity is then practically identical to the
velocity of the CM, i.e. Wc = W(RC). In the following, Wc will be simply denoted by W.

2.3 Transverse diffusion in a homogeneous field
According to classical diffusion theory the transverse probability distribution, G(x), of
charges of a swarm in a homogeneous field is a Gaussian function [6]:

G(x) = Nq (2TC)-1/2 CX'1 exp(-x 2 /2a x 2 )

(3-a)

with a rms dispersion :

Cx(t) = (2fa)V2 = (2Ww)i/2
= a T (s/2)i/2,
and

(3-b)
(3-c)

OT = 2(Vw)V2

(3-d)

where A. is the diffusion coefficient, ax is the transverse diffusion parameter, and t and s are
drift time and drift distance respectively. This formula does not differ from the case of a
vanishing field, except that X has to be adjusted to take into account the increase of electron
energies due to acceleration by the electric field. The velocity of transverse diffusion is then
given by:

dGx/dt = V(2Xt) V2

=

x/cx.

(4)

The diffusion ceases as t—> «>, i.e. a x -» °°.

2.4 Transverse diffusion in inhomogeneous fields
A two-dimensional electric field E =[Ex(X,Y), Ey(X,Y)] is considered here, and onedimensional transverse diffusion is discussed. A reference frame with its origin at the CM of
the swarm is introduced; the transverse coordinate, x, is along equipotential line, and the
longitudinal coordinate y is along the drift direction of the CM.
Formula (3) holds for a constant diffusion coefficient and a constant drift velocity in space.
As this does not hold for inhomogeneous electric fields, a differential equation and its
analytical solution will be sought now.

2.4.1 A differential equation for
Non-parallel field lines induce a drift of individual electrons transverse to the drift
direction of the CM. The transverse expansion of a swarm is therefore no longer exclusively
caused by diffusion, such that the velocity of transverse expansion, d<Jx/dt, is determined by
transverse diffusion and transverse drift:
10

do x /dt=[do x /dt]dif+ [dax/dt]dri

(5)

The contribution from diffusion is approximated by the term \/ox of equ. (4). As field variations
accross the swarm ought to be small (section 2.2.2). In addition, diffusion coefficients vary weakly
as function of field strength E above 2 kV/cm [6]. The quantity ^(t) is then approximated by its
value at the CM yielding:

or

[dGx/dt]dif = k(t)/a x ,

(6-a)

[d(a x 2 )/dt]dif=2A(t).

(6-b)

The transverse component w x of the drift velocity of an individual electron depends on the
field gradients. In fig. 2 an individual electron at (xi, yi) in a swarm drifts with w x in the CM
rest frame. The typical size of a swarm is assumed to be much smaller than both R[ and RCM»
i.e. the curvature radii of equipotential lines at (xi, yj) and at the CM, respectively. In a first
approximation all equipotential lines in the vicinity of a swarm are assumed to be concentric
about C (a cylindrical field approximation). This leads to:

It follows that
d(xi 2 )/dt = 2xi dxi/dt =2xi(wi x
and

d(G x 2 )/dt= d<xi2>/dt = <d(xi2)/dt> =< 2xiWix> + <2xjVix>.

The term <2xiVjx> is attributed to chaotic motion which should lead to 2A,(t), i.e. equ. (6-b);
the term < 2xjWix> is attributed to the transverse drift, i.e.

[d(Gx2)/dt]dri = < 2xiwix> = <2xi2-wi /Ri>.
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(7)

A sign is given to R[ in order to distinguish drift and diffusion of charges traversing a
decreasing field (Ri>0) or an increasing field (Ri<0). The curvature l/Rj is a continuous
function and equal to zero at the transition from decreasing to increasing field. A swarm is
compressed (expanded) when traversing an increasing (decreasing) field with x-w x <0
(x-wx>0). The variation of (Wi /Ri) in the swarm is assumed to be small, resulting in

[d(a x 2 )/dt]dri = <2xi2. Wi /Ri> - 2<xi2><Wi /R[>.

Approximating <wi/Rj> by w(t)/R(t), the corresponding value at the CM, yields:
[d(Gx 2 )/dt] d ri = 2GX2 (w(t)/R(t)),

and

[dcrx/dt]dri= Ox (w(t)/R(t))

(8)

A differential equation for the time depencence of the rms size of a swarm follows
therefore from equations (5), (6-a) and (8):

da x /dt = X(t)/ax + a x w(t)/R(t),
or

d(cx2)/dt = 2 X(t) + 2(w(t)/R(t)) a x 2.

(9-a)

This equation includes the simple case for homogeneous field as R(t) —> °o. A swarm
originates at t = 0, the initial condition is therefore:

o x (0) = 0.

(9-b)

2.4.2 General Analytical solutions
The solution of equation (9) is :

Gx2(t) = 2 eH(t) J ^(t)-e-H(t) d t ,
•

/

o
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(10-a)

where

H(t) = 2j (w(t)/R(t)) dt.

(10-b)

0

The relation

ds= w(t)dt,
allows to change variables in equ.(lO) such that:

s
a x 2( s ) = (1/2) eh(s) J a-r2- e-*»(s) ds
o

with

h(s)= 2J (1/R(s)) ds ,
o

(11-a)

(11-b)

where <5j2 = 4\/w is a function of E and depends on s for inhomogeneous fields. The
integrations in Equ.(l 1) are performed along a field line followed by the CM of a swarm.
For numerical integration a field line is divided into N segments. The curvature radius of
equipotential line, the field E and O~T are calculated for each segment. The dependence of <3j
on E will be given in section 6.5. The quantities Ri, G-ri, si, Asi denote, respectively, the
curvature radius, transverse diffusion parameter, drift length and segment length for segment
T. A swarm arriving in segment 'j' is characterized by the transverse dispersion a x (sj), j =1, 2,
N.
The formulae for numerical integration are:

S

h(sj) = 2 X (1/RO Asi,

(12-b)

il
13

Cx2(sj) = (1/2) exp(h(Sj)) S an 2 exp(-h(sO) Asi. (12-c)
il

2.4.3 Solution for a cylindrical focus field
A simpler formula to estimate O"x is obtained by approximating the focus field by a
cylindrical field. As shown in fig. 3 the equipotential lines close to an anode strip of 10 }im
width and 0.5 |im thickness are close to circles, in particular in the area traversed by most of
the drift electrons
(mm) -

Gas
Fig.3 Equipotential lines of a MSGC
from an electrostatic calculation.

Substrate

For a cylindrical focus field equ.(10) can be integrated analytically. The CM drifts along a
radius vector R of equipotential circles , thus .

w = - dR/dt

(13-a)

Gauss' theorem for the fields E and EQ reads:

(13-b)

E-R = EQ-RO

14

where Ro and Eo correspond to initial position at t=0 and E and R are at a time t. It follows
that:

and

dR/R = -dE/E,

(13-c)

E2dR = - EoRo dE .

(13-d)

Changing the variables t in equation (10) to E using equ.(13), one arrives at:

E

H(t) = 2 J (l/E)dE = 2 In (E/E o ),
Eo
E

a x 2 = (EoRo/2E2) J a T 2 dE
Eo

= (EoRo/2E2 )<aT2> (E - Eo)
= (1/2) <cT2> (Ro - R)(Eo/E)
= <aT2> (s/2) (Eo/E).

(14-a)

One can write finally:

with

oeq =

<G T 2 > 1 / 2

(s /2)i/2.

The drift length at time t is now s = Ro - R. The quantity

(14-c)

<GT2>

is defined by

E

<oT2> = (E - Eo)-1 J ai 2 dE ;
Eo

a e q is equivalent to the transverse dispersion for a homogeneous field equ.(3-c) but using
transverse diffusion parameter

<OT 2 >^ 2 .

The fields Eo and E are those at the origin and at

position s, respectively. The term (Eo/E)1/2 is a 'convergence factor' for electron swarms in
the cylindrical field.
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Approximating the focus field of a MSGC by a cylindrical field with Geq = 31 Jim for an
Ar/methane (90/10) mixture and Eo/E = 1/100, one arrives at <JX = 3.1 jim for a drift over the
whole focus field. The dispersion c x may be equal to about 2+3 jim if 'cool' gases were used.
Electrostatic simulations show that the drift field occupies an area of width 8 ~ 1+3 |im on
the anode surface, much smaller than a typical anode width (about 10 fim). Some electrons
diffuse beyond this small area; they initiate avalanches outside the range 8. The ions produced
in these avalanches are therefore collected by cathode strips, in agreement with the
observations. This shows at least on a qualitative basis, that the calculated dispersion are of
the correct order of magnitude, i.e. 2<JX > 8.

2.5 Spatial distribution of a swarm
The spatial distribution of an electron swarm is a Gaussian for homogeneous fields (equ.
3a):

G(x) = (27c)-i/2 a x -i exp(- X 2/2a x 2).

(15)

A focus field modifies the 'size' of a swarm but may preserve a certain Gaussian 'shape' as
discussed discussed in the following.

2.5.1 The (j)-V reference frame
Two electrons, or the CMs of two electron swarms, drift along two curved field lines, LI
and L2, from equipotential line EP to EP1 (Fig.4); the transverse distance between them
changes from Ax to Ax'. Their distance is reduced (magnified) where fields are converging
(diverging). In these cases the spatial distribution deviate from a Gaussian. The field flux A<J)
between LI and L2 is considered now. For two dimensional field:
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.1

A(j) = JE(x) dx = constant,
x

(15)

i

where the integration is performed along any equipotential line between LI and L2. A§
integrated on any equipotential line between the two field lines is constant. This follows from
Gauss' theorem by negnecting potential effects of space charge (see Chapter 3).
If transverse distances are measured in terms of field flux <J), one may assume that charges
drift along parallel paths, i.e. without transverse drift in this coordinate system.

Fig. 4 Transverse distance between two drift electrons

It is therefore convenient to transform spatial coordinate into a coordinate system of §
(flux) and V (potential) in case of a two dimensional problem. The transverse position is then
measured by §, the longitudinal position by V. The origin of the reference frame can be
chosen conveniently corresponging to a particular (reference) field line (<{)=0) and a particular
(reference) equipotential line (V=Vo). For example in the case of a MSGC, the particular field
line may be the one passing through the centre of an anode strip; the particular equipotential
line may be on the anode surface or the one separating the focus field from the drift field. A
space point T is then uniquely determined by the coordinates (<J)i, Vj), where (j)j is the field
flux between the reference field line and the field line through the point, and obtained by
equ.(15); Vj is thepotential at point i. Such a coordinate system will be called <j)-V space. All
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field lines (cj) = constant) and equipotential lines (V = constant) are by definition straight lines
in (|>-V space. Any two-dimensional electric field appears to be a homogeneous field in c|)-V
space.

2.5.2 Transverse ditribution of a swarm
In analogy to equ.(3a) the essential assumption is now that the transverse probability
distribution of a swarm in an inhomogeneous field is a Gaussian function in <()-V space:

G(<H»c) = (2rc)-1/2 cjf1 exp(-((()-(|)c)2/2a(t)2),

where <))c is the flux coordinate corresponding to the field line followed by the CM of the
swarm, and G§, is the rms dispersion in <\>-V space, approximated by :

T

E(x)dx,

o
where the integration is performed along the equipotential line through the CM; <Jx is the rms
dispersion of the swarm calculated from equations (11) or (12).
Thus, the spatial probability distribution of a swarm is not Gaussian in general, except for
<))=Ex, i.e. in the case of homogeneous or cylindrical fields.
In what follows, the spatial distributions of charge density, drift current density, and hence
gas conductivity in the focus field of MSGCs will be determined from formulae (12) and
(16).
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Chapter 3
Gas conductance
3.1 General considerations

Gas conductance induced by ionizing radiation is now discussed. The gas resistivity may
be, because of gas amplification, of the same magnitude as the substrate resistivity, i.e.
10l0-s-l()15 Qcm for a MSGC. Calculations neglecting gas conductance imply incorrectly that
electric fields are independent of substrate resistivity [1], such that gas gains should not
depend on it either. Obviously this is not the case for real MSGCs, where a non-negligible
role of the substrate resistivity was found (see section 5.2.2). It becomes therefore important
to investigate gas conductance in more detail, in particular close to a dielectric surface as it
may be related to surface charging.
The conductance of gas is much more complicated than its dielectric behaviour. It is
generally neither ohmic and nor homogeneous, as mobility and density of charge carriers do
not only depend on gas properties, but also on other parameters such as electric field, type and
flux of incident radiation, counter geometry and electron (ion) diffusion. Hence, a quantitative
investigation of gas conductance is a rather complex issue.

3.2 Scalar gas resistivity
The conductivity (resistivity) is not an intrinsic characteristics of gas as it is induced by
radiation. It is possible to characterize gas conductance by currents in the gas, however, it is
nevertheless convenient to define 'gas conductivity' ('gas resistivity') for a system including
gas and dielectrics with finite resistivities.
The current density in a gas, J, is the vector sum of the drift current density, J w , and the
diffusion current density, J D :
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J = Jw + JD,
with

Jw = Pi Wi + p e we= (pi |Ii - p e |^e) E,

(17-a)

and

JD = -AiVpi AeVpe,

(17-b)

where w , (I, p and X are, respectively, the drift velocity, mobility, charge density and
diffusion coefficient; subscripts T and 'e' denote 'ions1 and 'electrons', respectively. The vector
JD points in the direction of the density gradient Vp, thus J is not necessarily parallel to E.
Defining gas resistivity by J, one notes that gas may become a non-isotropic conductive
medium due to potential inhomogeneities of p; gas resistivity should therefore be described
by a 3-dimensional tensor (r x , ry, r z ) = (Ex/jx. Ey/jy, Ez/jz). Since diffusion currents do not
explicitly depend on E, it seems reasonable to define the gas conductivity, Yg (resistivity, rg)
using the drift current density only, i.e. Jw = YgE

(E = rg J w ) . The conductance is then

isotropic, and Yg (rg) is a scalar quantity. One obtains from equ.(17-a):

r g = l/(pi Hi. p e

Gas conductance is non-linear (non-ohmic) because both p and [i may depend on E= IE I.
Application of equ.(18) depends on the knowledge of p, the charge density induced by
ionization. A more practical formula for calculating rg (Yg) is therefore needed.

3.3 A formula for gas resistivity
In a gas volume a bundle of field lines is defined, which starts from an anode and ends at a
cathode (Fig. 5). A cross section of the bundle is defined as the intersection with an
equipotential surface. The mean of rg over such a cross section, <rg>=<E/Jw> can be
approximated by <E>/<JW> as variations of gas resistivity should be modest over an
appropriate cross section. One obtains then:
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<rg> = <E>*S/(<JW>*S)
(19)

where S is the area of the cross section, and A(j) and AIW denote, respectively, field flux and
drift current traversing it. In the limit S —»0, <rg> becomes the resistivity at a given point on a
field line.

Cathode

Equipotential cross sections

Anode

Fig.5 A bundle of field lines and its equipotential cross sections
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In the following it will be shown that for a stationary current state AIQ) can be more easily
estimated than the charge density p. A(J) is calculable from the electric field.

3.4 Gas resistivity along a field line

3,4.1 Space charges
There must be space charges in a gas in the presence of a current, as electrons drift much
faster than ions, positive charges and negative charges are not balanced. A single parameter
rg(Yg) is therefore not adequate to characterize the gas conductance; the effect of space charge
should also be considered. In gas counters space charge are mainly due to ions because of a
much longer collection time (smaller mobility) than that for electrons.
In the following the total charge of ions is evaluated for a MSGC with a gas gap L=3 mm,
a pitch P=0.2 mm and a gas gain G=3000, operating at a counting rate of minimun ionizing
particles (MIP) N=10^/(s-mm2). The ion space charge Qsp emerging from one pitch and a
strip length of 1 cm along the strip direction, is (equ. (17)):

Q s p = LP<pi>
= LP<Jwj/wi>
~ LP<Jwi>/<wi> = LGIp/<wi>.

Here, J w j and WJ are, respectively, drift current density and drift velocity of ions. The current
Ip of primary drift electrons onto an anode of 1 cm length, is equal to the production rate of
electron-ion pairs in volume V s = L-P-10 mm^: Ip = NnqVs ~ l O ' ^ A ; n is the number of
electron-ion pairs created by a MIP in 1 mm path (n ~ 10/mm). The corresponding ion current
GIp emerging from an anode of 1 cm length is then: GIp = 3-10'°A. With a mean ion drift
velocity <«i>= 5-10^ mm/s [4] one obtains Qsp = 1.8-10*13 Coulomb per pitch and per cm
anode length..
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The charge of an anode strip with a capacitance of 0.5 pF/cm at a potential of 500 V
relative to the cathode is about 2.5-10" 10 Coulomb per cm much larger than Qsp. Moreover
Qsp is distributed in a large volume, and is partially compensated by negative charges. In fact,
no effects of space charge have been detected experimentally for MSGCs so far when using 8
keV X-rays at a rate of 5-10^ counts/(s mra^) and a proportional gain G ~ 10^ [10,11].
One can therefore assume that space charge does not deform the electrc fields. As the field
flux connected to space charge is negligible, one has from Gauss's theorem:

A(j) = constant

(20)

along a bundle of field lines.

3.4.2 Drift currents along field lines
A balance between the production rate of charges and collection currents in electrodes is
reached during a typical ion collection time (about 0.05 ms for MSGCs), which is much
shorter than the characteristic time of a modification of electric fields due to surface charging
or due to a change of radiation conditions. Therefore, a stationary state of currents is assumed,
in spite of variation of fields or of radition. Time averaged currents are considered in the case
of a low flux of incident ionizing particles; a lower limit is discussed in section 3.4.4.
The magnitude of the diffusion current relative to the drift current can be characterized by
GT, which is of the order of 100 inn/mm1^2 for electrons [8] and 5 jim/mm1/2 for ions [9] in
the focus field of gas proportional counters. The ratio between transverse diffusion and drift
length of a given charge, i.e. a x /s = Gj (2s)~^, is smaller than 0.22 for electrons and 0.013
for ions if s > 100 (im; thus, the diffusion current induced by a charge carrier is much smaller
than its drift current, if the drift length is large enough.
An upper limit of the ratio

i) - UDI/UWI

) IVp/pl,
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averaged over a sufficiently long time of incident radiation, will be estimated in the following
for a counter filled with an argon based gas mixture. All quantities in the preceding equation
are for electrons or for ions (see equ. (17)). One expects the variation iVpl to be small due to
the uniform primary ionization and to diffusion of primary electrons. An upper limit for
IVp/pl is estimated by assuming that p drops to zero across a distance of the width, W a n , of
an anode strip such that < IVp/pl >= 2/Wan- The ratio X/w = o-r2/4 is of the order of 0.006 (im
for ions and 2.5 p.m for electrons. With W a n = 10 |im, one arrives at ri = 0.0012 for ions and
T| = 0.5 for electrons. Hence, ions drift closely along field lines. Although an individual
electron does not precisely follow a field line, the CM of its probability density distribution
does (section 2.2.2).
For the following considerations the sizes of electron (ion) swarms are neglected. Electronion-pairs are produced by ionization or by gas amplification. For stationary currents the ion
(electron) current, AIW, traversing a cross section, S, (Fig.5) should be equal to the production
rate of ion-electron pairs in the volume of the bundle between S and the anode (cathode). The
sum of electron and ion currents is therefore, for any S, equal to the production rate of ionelectron pairs in the whole volume of the bundle, i.e.

AI w =<G>NnV b q,

(21)

where <G> is the average gas gain in the bundle, Vb, the volume of the field line bundle, N, the rate of
incident ionizing particles (MlPs/s-mm^ ), n, the pair density due to ioniziation, and q, the charge of
an electron. Hence taking AIW as a time averaged value, in particular for low counting rates, one
obtains:

AIW = constant

(22)

along a bundle of field lines.
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3.4.3 Gas resistivity (conductivity) along a field line
One concludes from equations (20) and (22):

<rg> = A(|)/AIW = constant,

(23)

along a bundle of field lines. In the limiting case S —> 0, the resistivity is thus constant along
a field line. One can understand this feature as a process of self-adjustment: the charge
density p increases (decreases) when the mobility (i is small (large), until a constant value of
p-|i , i.e. a stationary current, is reached.
The same result can also be obtained from the charge conservation equation :

= V J = V-(JW + J D ) = V-(JW
For stationary currents 9p/3t =0, such that

i +X e V P e) = V.J W =
= V Y r E + YgV-E
- [VygJtan E + (Yg/£g)V-D,

(24)

= (5Tg/3s)E+(Yg/e g )V-D,

where p = pi +pe, the subscript 'tan' denotes the component tangential to E, and s denotes the
longitudinal coordinate along a field line. Neglecting space charges (V-D = p = 0) and
diffusion currents ( A,jVpi +XeVpe = 0) yields:

(25)

= 0,

showing that there is no variation of conductivity parallel to a field line.
Because of non-negligible sizes of electron swarms, equations (23) and (25) provide a good
approximation only in the region where ion conductance is dominant or in the region where
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electron density variations are small, e.g. in the drift region. Electrons produced in avalanches
are rapidly collected by near-by anodes, leaving a large number of ions drifting towards the
cathodes. In a stationary state the ion current is about G times the current of primary electrons
in the drift region, such that the ion current dominates outside the avalanche core. Electron
diffusion is negligible in the avalanche core, i.e. within about 5 |im from an anode, such that
equations (23) and (25) should also be a good approximation. Potential variations of rg along
a field line due to transverse diffusion is quantitatively investigated next.

3.4.4 Upper limit for variations of gas resistivity along a field line
Equations (23) and (25) are approximations. In order to determine their reliability, a
formula for the relative variation of yg (rg) along a field line is derived, considering both
space charge effects and diffusion.
Dividing equ.(24) by Jw = YgE, one arrives at:

= - p /(E eg) + V-aiVpi +XeVpe) /J w
= - p /(E eg) + V-(XiVpi +XeVpe) /(piwi - pewe),

(26-a)

where wi, w e > 0, and pe<0. It follows that

Org/9s)/rg = O(l/yg)/3y)/(l/yg) = = p /(E eg) - V.^iVpi +^ e Vp e ) /(piWi - Pewe).

(26-b)

This equation will be evaluated for a MSGC next,
i)- Space charge:
An upper limit for the space charge term in equ.(26-b) is evaluated from the ion charge
density near the anode, based on the parameters given in section 3.4.1. The ion current, GIp,
emerging from an anode, with Wati = 10 Jim and a length of 1 cm, is about 3.2-10'^A. The
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corresponding ion current density close to the anode is then 3.2-10~5A/cm2. With W[
cm/s [9], one has thus pi = Jwi/wi ~ 3.2-10' 10 Coulomb/cm^. Approximating Eg by the
permittivity of vaccum (8.854 lO'^F/m), and with E ~ 100 kV/cm, the variation of r g due to
space charge is:

[(8r g /as)/r g ] (spa ge charge) = Pi /(E Eg) = 3.6%/cm.

This corresponds to a variation of rg (jg) of 0.072% in the focus field with a dimension of
200 |im due to space charge effect.

ii)- Diffusion :
The diffusion coefficients X{ and XQ vary slowly as function of E, for E > 2kV/cm (section
6.5); neglecting therefore VAd and VXQ, the term V-(AdVpj +A. e Vp e ) /(piWj - p e w e ) from
equ.(26), due to diffusion, is approximated by

V- Vp e ) /(piWi - p e w e )
« (Ad Api + Xe Ape)/(piWi - p e w e ).

(27).

The differential Ap = d^p/dxZ + 3^p/3y2 + d^p/dz^-, p = pe or pi, is generally not
vanishing except for a homogeneous (p = constant) or linear (p = Ax +By +Cz +D)
distribution. Therefore, Ap is expected to be small in the drift field, where the densities of
ions coming from the avalanche core are distributed almost homogeneously.
As the strip lengths are much longer than the pitch P, it is sufficient to consider twodimensional fields in the x, y plane, i.e; d^pldz^ - 0 along z, the strip direction. In order to
evaluate Ap at a space point with field E', it is convenient to define the reference origin at this
point, with y (x) tangential (orthogonal) to E'. The terms (fipldy^ and d^p/dx^ reflect the
longitudinal and transverse variations of charge densities, respectively, p is approximately
proportional to IJWI in a small region where the variation of the drift velocity, w, is small (see
equ.(17-a)); generally speaking, the variation of IJWI along J w should be small for a stationary
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state. 3^p/3y2 is therefore expected to be smaller than B^-p/dx^- for stationary currents.
Conveniently, only the transverse term B^p/Bx^ will be estimated, first for the region inside
the avalanche (about 5 (im from an anode), and then for the remaining space.
Whereas in the avalanche core the current densities of both electrons and ions are of the
same order, the diffusion of electrons is much stronger than that of ions. Equ.(27) is therefore
simplified by neglecting the diffusion term for ions, and by using pjwi = -

[(3rg/3s)/rg](diffusion) = (h Api + Xe Ap e )/(piWi - p e w e )
i - pewe)

« - 0.5( XQ /we) O2pe/9x2)/pe.

(28-a)

An upper limit of diffusion term inside the avalanches is then estimated from the tranverse
distribution of an electron swarm. The focus field of a MSGC is approximated by a
cylindrical field (section 2.4.3); therefore the transverse ditribution, Pe(x), of the charge
density of an electron swarm is given by a Gaussian (equ.(15)). It follows then that

(32p e /9x2)/p e = l / a x e 2 ((x2/G xe 2 ) -1).

(28-b)

For the majority of electrons, i.e. x < c x e V2> the factor Kx^/dxe^) -II is smaller than 1, such
that using equ.(3-d), equ. (28) turns into:

[0r g /9s)/r g ]( d i ffusion ) < a T e 2 /(8G x e 2 ).

(29)

The dispersion a X e was evaluated in section 2.4.3: O"x ~ 3 |im, Gje ~ 100 )im/cml/2. for £ =
500 kV/cm in the avalanche core (see section 6.5). Thus one finds [(3rg/9s)/rg](diffUsion) ~
0.014/p.m. An upper limit for the relative change of rg (yg) due to electron diffusion in the
avalanche core is then about 7 % for 5 Jim.
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Now [(3rg/3s)/rg]((iiffusion) is determined from ion currents outside the avalanche core,
where equ.(27) can be evaluated by neglecting the contribution of electrons. As before one
obtains:

[(3rg/3s)/rg](diffUSion) = (Ai V2pi + Xt V 2 p e )/(piWi - p e w e )

* ( k V2p0/piwi
2)/

( 3 0 )

In the avalanche core ions are produced together with electrons. The distribution of the
preceding electron swarm can therefore also be used to describe the spatial distribution of
ions at the anode. The rms dispersion of the ion cloud at this moment is denoted by 0x0 •' Gx0
~ Oxe ~ 3 Jim As the ion cloud follows the field lines of the cylindrical field towards the
cathodes, the distribution will be widened by both ion diffusion and diverging field lines. For
an estimation of an upper limit for the variation of r g , it is convenient to neglect ion diffusion
assuming that ions follow precisely the field lines. Hence, the distribution can be still
assumed to be a Gaussian, except that ax is increasing by a geometrical magnification factor
R/Ro due to the divergence of the field: a x = <Jxo(R/Ro)> where Ro and R are, respectively,
the radii at production and at the position where a x is measured. Equ.(28-b) can still be used
to estimate (3 2 pi/3x 2 )/pi, from which equ.(30) yields:

< (o T i 2 /(4Gx 2 )

« O.25(Ro/R)2aTi2/axo2.

The difference of r g between the surface of avalanche core, RQ, and a position R\ is then

[Arg/rg](diffUSiOn) = (0.25 R 0 2 /a x 0 2 ) J(l/R 2 )o T i 2 dR
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R1

- (0.25 Ro 2 /G x0 2 ) < GTi2> 1(1
Ro
2
2
2
= (0.25 Ro /c x O ) < a Ti > (1/R O -

where a-ri is the transverse diffusion parameter of ions. < o~Ti2> is the mean square value of
Gii in the region between Ro and Ri; < GTi2> = (15 iim/cm 1 / 2 ) 2 from the data of ref.[9]. With
Ro = 5 \im and R\ = 200 p.m, the relative change of rg between the avalanche and the
transition region to the drift region is then about 0.3 % for 195 (im.

iii)- Total variations of rg :
The total variation of rg(yg) in the focus field due to diffusion is then about 7.3%. This
upper limit should be doubled to include the contribution of the longitudinal term 3^p/3y2.
The contribution from ion space charge, i.e. 0.07% (see above), is negligible.

3.5 Lower limit for flux rates
For practical applications the accuracy of equations (19) and (23) is limited by statistical
fluctuations of the rate N. The drift current AIW is calculated for a constant rate N, which is
assumed to be the mean over a sufficiently long interval of time such that statistical
fluctuations becomes negligible. However, a practical value of interval of time for averaging,
Atav, is limited depending on the problem under investigation. Equ.(23), for example, will be
used to estimate rg close to the substrate surface which gives then the total charge, Qeq,
accumulated at the surface at equilibrium, which is needed, in turn, to predict gain variations
(section 5.1). This implies that Atav <T , the charging time of the surface. Empirically one
finds that Atav ^ x/100 is needed to evaluate the time dependence of gains, with % ~ 20
minutes for MSGCs made from D263 glass subtrates.
If a statistical error of < 5% is accepted for AIW, at least 400 tracks must be recorded
during Atav. The rms transverse dispersion of drifting electrons is given by aT(y/2)lj/2(equ.(3c)). The electrons created by a track orthogonal to the detector diffuse such that they are
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distributed (equ.(3-c) over a surface area %G-p-(yl2) ~ 0.1 mm^ for a 4 mm gas gap, and for <5j
=130 p.m m n r ^ . T h e rate should therefore be higher than 400 tracks per Atav, per 0.1 mm 2
for a reliable calculation of gains. This corresponds to a lower limit, N L , for the rates for
which statistical errors are smaller than <5%:

NL = 400/(12-0.1) (tracks/s-mm2)
= 330 tracks /(s-mm2).

3.6 Application
If rg along one of the equipotential lines is known, one knows rg all over the gas volume as
Tg is constant along a field line. This holds in particular for the anode surface. The maximum
uncertainty was derived in section 3.4.4.
In order to understand the mechanism of surface charging and to predict conditions for
stable gain operation of MSGCs, a formula to estimate gas resistivities close to the substrate
surface is derived in section 5.2.1, based upon the approximation of a constant rg along a field
line. This yields the first quantitative explanation of observed gain variations of MSGCs [1]
in section 5.2.2. Equ.(25) will also be used in section 4.3.2 to derive an approximate relation
for electric fields in gas.
Equ.(19) will be used frequently in electrodynamic simulations of gas resistivities.
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Chapter 4
Electrodynamic equations for a system of dielectrics with finite resistivities
4.1 Introduction
There is no absolutely insulating material. In a system of many, even homogeneous
conductive dielectrics, electric fields need a certain time to reach an equilibrium. Charges are
accumulated at the interfaces due to discontinuities of permittivities and/or resistivities. For
good insulators with r > 1 0 ^ Q cm, the transition may take more than one minute depending
on the relaxation time i = £ r. This problem may become serious for devices, where interfaces
between dielectrics are exposed to strong electric fields, e.g. E > 50 kV/cm, e.g. in MSGC
and electrostatic accelerators.
Gas exposed to irradiation can be treated as a conductive dielectric. A system of multidielectrics including gas may or may not reach an equilibrium, as gas conductance depends
on the radiation level.
MSGCs are treated in the following as systems consisting of 2 dielectrics, i.e. substrate and
gas, with weak conductance. Charging at the interface between gas and substrate results in
variations of electric fields and of gas gains as function of time, of substrate resistivity, and of
counting rates.

4.2 Problem Space
For the subsequent considerations a Problem Space, PS, is defined to be the space limited
by some boundaries on which Dirichlet's Boundary (DB) conditions, or Neumann's Boundary
(NB) conditions are defined. A PS may be infinite in one or more dimensions. Usually a PS is
limited by some electrodes (DB) and/or some symmetric/periodic surfaces (NB). The
approximation of two dimensional fields is used for devices with long and fine electrodes,
like MSGC.
When a PS includes many conductive dielectrics, the electric fields are generally not static.
However, the shapes and potentials of electrodes are constant during a dynamic transition.
Practically, an interface between two dielectrics in a periodic or symmetric system presents
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periodic or symmetric too, thus charge accumulation at the interface does not influence NBs .
An example of a PS for MSGC (two-dimensional) fields is the region limited by the drift
plane, the back plane and two symmetric lines through an anode strip and its adjacent cathode
strip, respectively (see section 6.1). If the spatial distribution of radiation is uniform, the
boundary conditions are constant during a dynamic transition.

4.3 Electrodynamic equations for a PS with conductive dielectrics
4.3.1 Electrodynamic equations in a solid, conductive dielectric
Because of rather high resistivities of the dielectrics, electric charges are only slowly
accumulated at the interfaces, such that the induced electromagnetic fields are negligible. One
assumes that the electric fields at a given time are approximated by electrostatic fields, such
that a potential function V can be defined which satisfies classical electrostatic equations.
Note that V varies as function of time.
The dielectric and conductive properties of solid dielectrics are from now on assumed to be
isotropic and linear, they can be described by a permittivity, e, and a resistivity (conductivity),
r ( y ) , respectively. The following equations hold [12, 13] (in Rationalized MKSA units):

- 9p/9t = V-J = V-(yE) = -V-CyVV) (charge conservation ),

(31-a)

p = V-D= V-(eE) =-V-(eVV)

(31-b)

(Poissson equation),

where D is the displacement vector, it is a function of space and time, t; V is defined by E =
-VV, and p is the charge densities at t.
As a solid dielectric is a homogeneous medium with constant permittivity e and constant
resistivity r (conductivity y). This leads to from equ.(31):

3p/3t =-(V-D)/er=-p/er,

where r =l/y, er = x is called relaxation time. The solution is
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p(t)= p(0) exp(-t/T).

Thus, there is no charge accumulation (p(t) = 0) in a solid homogeneous dielectric for a
vanishing initial charge density, p(0) = 0. In this case both equ. (31) correspond to the
Laplacian equation:

V.(VV) = 0.

(32)

Equ.(32) is therefore justified for the electric fields inside the substrate of a MSGC.
Although currents may exist in the dielectric, there is no space charge. The solutions of
equ.(32) depend on the boundary conditions. Therefore, equ.(32) does not necessarily lead to
a static field in a homogeneous dielectric; V may be a function of time, as charges are
accumulated on the surface.

4.3.2 Electrodynamic equations in a gas with finite resistivities
The dielectric characteristics of gas is isotropic and linear with e = 8.854-lO*1^ F/m, the
permittivity of vaccum.
As gas conductance is inhomogeneous and non-linear, i.e. it is a function of E, equ.(32) is
not necessarily true. There must be space charge in a gas if there is current (section 3.4.1). A
single parameter, e.g. conductivity, is therefore not sufficient to describe gas conductance. It
is also necessary to know the space charge density p in order to determine electric fields.
The equation for charge conservation reads for gases:

=V-(J W
(33)
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The electrodynamic equations are therefore more complicated for a PS containing gas. In
order to simplify two approximations are applied: i) space charge is negligible (section 3.4.1),
i.e. p=0 and 3p/3t =0; ii) the conductivity Yg is constant along a field line, i.e. equ.(25) holds,
thus

= VYg-E +

In both cases equ.(31-b) and equ.(33) corresponds to equ.(32). In this context the gas looks
like a homogeneous solid conductive dielectric. The electric fields in a PS containing only gas
with finite resistivities are therefore approximately static. This corresponds to the fact that
electric fields of wire-chambers are rather stable.
Inhomogeneities and non-linearties of gas conductance are non-negligible only for surface
charging processes.

4.3.3 Electrodynamic equations at discontinuities

4.3.3.1 interface between two solid dielectrics
The electric equations for discontinuities at an interface between two solid dielectrics T
and 'j' (Fig. 6) read:

= Jin - Jjn = Yi^in - YjEjn

(charge conservation )(34-a)

o = ejE jn -8iEin,

(34-b)

Eit = E j t ,

(34-c)
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Fig.6 A surface element at the interface between the dielectrics
T('s') and 'j'Cg'). a n d permitivities and resistivities near to it.

here, n is a normal vector at the interface pointing from dielectric 'i' to dielectric ' j ' ; a is the
surface charge densities accumulated at time t; the subscripts 'n' and Y denote normal and
tangential components of electric fields, respectively.

4.3.3.2 Surface of a solid dielectric exposed to gas
The equation of charge conservation at a surface element between gas and a solid dielectric
(Fig.6), is:

dc/dt = j s n - jgn= jsn - Gw-gn + jD-gn)
= jsn - Gw-gn -

where n points from 's'(=solid dielectric) to *g'(=gas); jw-gn and JD-gn are the normal
components of drift current density and diffusion current density, respectively, in the gas;
9p/3n = n-Vp : p = pe, pi. The effective (net) current density towards the surface is jgn=jw-gn+
JD-gn- Charges can, due to chaotic motion, reach a dielectric surface, where the normal
component of the electric field E n , and so jw-gn. vanish. In this case one assumes that charges
hittintg the surface are reflected such that JD-gn =0, and j g n = 0.
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When charges reach the surface of a dielectric with a low resistivity, e.g. with electronic
resistivity, j s n is non-negligible if E n is non-zero. When the total rate of charges reaching the
surface, denoted by jrea> is smaller than j s n , all the charges reaching the surface are
neutralized, i.e. there is no reflection, and the effective gas current density directed to the
surface, i.e. jg n , is simply equal to jrea- However, in order to determine j g n , one has to
consider the reflection rate in the general case, where j re a > jsn> which depends on E n , Ex,
kinetic energy of the charge, and property of the surface.. This complicates the calculation, a
simplification is proposed in the following.
The ionization potential of nobles gases : e.g. 15.76 eV for Ar and 21.57 eV for Ne [6],
are rather low; this is they are selected to obtain larger singnals in gas counters. On the other
hand, the ionization potential of insulating materials used in the counters should be higher.
The mean ion (electron) kinetic energy in the focus fields of gas counters is about 0.04 eV
(5-5-15 ev) [6]. One expects that the cross section for charge transfer is very small for the
charges hitting a insulating surface. Typical values of field E in the neighbourhood of
substrate surface of MSGC are ET = 50 kV/cm and E n = 0.5 kV/cm, i.e. the field lines are
almost parallel to the surface, such that charges can hardly be captured on the surface.
Therefore, most charges, except those neutralized by j s n , are re-emitted after the collisions
with the surface. This consideration is supported by the fact that electrodynamic simulations
assuming non-reflection leads to a substantial deviation from experimental data. As a
consequance charges will accumulate in the vicinity of the surface due to drift motion towards
the surface and the reflection; the normal gradient of charge density, 3p/3n, close to the
surface is then reduced. In the general case, one has j r e a »jsn> for MSGCs operating at high
rates. As an approximation one assumes that 9pj/3n as well as dpe/3n, and therefore JD-gn> are
vanishing for a stationary current state; the drift component jw-gn is then the effective
charging current density to the surface. The electrodynamic equations for the interface
between gas and a solid dielectric can be written as in the case of two solid dielectrics:

do/dt = jsn - jw-gn = TsEsn - TgEgn

(35-a)

O = 8 g E gn - e s E sn ,

(35-b)

Est = E g t.

(35-c)
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One concludes that the electrodynamic fields for a PS filled with different conductive
dielectrics, including a gas with finite resistivity are determined by equations (32), (34) or
(35). Here, Yg depends on position ('inhomogeneity') and on E ('non-linearity'), i.e. on time t.
It will turn out later that inaccuracies of the electrodynamic simulation (< 15 %, section 6.)
mainly come from preceding approximation and calculation of j w . g n .

4.3.4 Initial state and equilibrium of electrodynamic fields.
A vanishing initial charge densities in the PS is assumed, hence the initial state satifies equations
(32), (34) and (35):

V-(VV)=0

(in space),

(36-a)

£jEjn - eiEin = 0

(at interface),

(36-b)

Eu = Ejt

(at interface).

(36-c)

If the flux of ionizing particles is constant, an equilibrium can be reached. The electric
fields at equilibrium, i.e. for 9p/9t = 0 and do/di = 0, satify classical stationary current
equations (32) and (35):

V-(VV)=0
jin - jjn = TiEin - YjEjn =0
Eh = Ejt

(in space),
(at interface ),
(at interface).
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(37-a)
(37-b)
(37-c)

4.4 Charging at an interface
4.4.1- Electrodvnamic equations for charge accumulation at interfaces
One obtains from equ. (35-a) the charging rate at an interface between two solid
dielectrics:

Ein/n - E j j
iEin/£iiI - 8jEjn/8jrj

= -Oq/eiri + ejEj n (l/eiri. 1/ejij).

The derivative 3oq/8t may differ from zero for eiri & ejrj even for

(38-a)

G(0)=0.

Similarly for a solid surface exposed to gas :

do/dt = jsn - jw-gn
= TsEsn - TgEgn
= -a/esrs + 8gEgn(l/ssrs - l / e g r g ) .

(38-b)

Again, 3aq/9t may differ from zero for em (e s r s ) * ejrj (e g r g ) even for a(0) = o. Eventually, a
dynamic equilibrium may be reached for any element of the interface. There can be no
equilibrium for a solid-gas interface when the incident radiation varies with time.

4.4.2 A Rule of charge accumulation
The surface charge density at equilibrium follows from equations (38):

c= 8jEjn( 1 - em /ejrj).

(39-a)

o = e g E g n (l- e s r s /e g r g ).

(39-b)
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The sign of a depends on the sign of E n and on the ratio of relaxation times of both
dielectrics.
The ratio £s/£g in equ.(39-b) can be replaced by the relative dielectric constant e r s of the
solid, assuming that £g is equal to the permittivity of vaccum. One obtains for field lines
crossing the surface from gas to substrate Eg n < 0:

r g = e rs rs : zero charging,

(39-c)

r

g < £rs rs : positive charging,

(39-d)

r

g > £rs r s : negative charging.

(39-e)

Here, rg is determined exclusively by positive ions. Ions drift to the surface, where they either
accumulate or are neutralized depending on the balance between the currents in the gas and in
the solid. At equilibrium, the rate of ions drifting towards the surface element is equal to the
rate of electrons ( positive holes) reaching (leaving) the surface element from inside a solid
with electronic (ionic) conductance.
If the electric field points from the solid to the gas, Eg n > 0, the symbols '<' and '>' in
equ.(39) have to be inversed. Now, rg is determined exclusively by electrons.
Equation (39) is a simple Rule of Charge Accumulation, which allows to estimate the
counting rate for a given substrate resistivity or the substrate resistivity for given counting
rate for stable operation of MSGCs. This will be presented in chapter 5.

4.4.3 Quasi-electrostatic fields
For a PS with N homogeneous conductive dielectrics excluding gas, there will be no
charge accumulation in any dielectric, if the initial charges are vanishing (section 4.3.1).
The condition:

m = 8jrj = T, with i(j) = l,2,
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, N(i*j),

(40)

implies, using equ.(38-a):

da/dt = -C/T ,

at any interface element, with the solution:

c(t)= 0(0) exp(-t/x).

There is therefore no charge accumulation at any interface either, if c(0) = 0. The initial
state (equ.(36)) and the equilibrium state (equ.(37)) are identical in this case because

E j n - (£i/ej)Ein = Ej n - (rjAi)Ein = 0.

The electric fields in the PS are therefore static. Such fields are called Quasi-Electrostatic
Fields(QEF) [1].
For an average gas resistivity near a surface fulfilling condition (40), i.e. (39-c), the
approximation of QEF is also applicable. This is confirmed by the observation that a MSGC
can operate at a rather stable gain at a certain counting rate.
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Chapter 5
Gain stability of MSGCs

5.1 Surface charging of MSGC
Details of electric fields near the substrate surface of MSGC have been presented in ref.[4];
and are shown in Fig.7, 8. The fields have been calculated using the method described in
section 6.3. Between an anode and its neighbouring cathodes a point F exists where the
component of the electric field normal to the substrate surface, E n , changes sign: E n < 0 near
the anode and E n > 0 near the cathode as shown in fig. 9. Increasing (reducing) the potential
of back plane or the drift field displaces F towards anode (cathode).

Fig.7 Fields near the substrate surface of a MSGC with equal back plane and
cathode potential
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Fig.8 Fields near substrate surface of a MSGC with equal back plane and anode
potential
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Fig. 9 Four qualitatively different regions of drift space with their limits
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i) low rates
For a MSGC exposed to radiation at low rate, the gas resistivity is higher then the substrate
resistivity, such that the dominant current charging the surface comes from inside the
substrate. The region between F and the anode edge D is then negatively charged, and the
region between F and the cathode edge Q is positively charged according to equ. (39). The
field component Esn in the substrate is about £rs times weaker than that in the gas; the bulk
resistivity of the substrate, T$, is generally rather high. Surface charging by currents in the
substrate is therefore not important; in addition, there is a compensation between the negative
charges in the region DF and the positive charges in the region FQ. The gain variations due to
surface charging are neglibible in this case. That is why one expects stable gains while
operating at low rate in agreement with observations.

ii) high rates
On the other hand, non negligible charging of the surface is anticipated on the gas side
when operating at high counting rates. A fraction of drifting electrons from region 1 diffuses
to region 3 (Fig.9); as the electric fields between strips may exceed 20^-25 kV/cm, avalanche
formation by primary electrons may occur along the whole substrate surface, in particular in
region 3. The gas resistivity, in particular in region 3, may drop to 1010+ 10 12 Q-cm [1],
much lower than that of commonly used substrtrates, e.g. 10*4 for D263 glass. The region DF
with Egn<0, a region of ion conductance, becomes then positively charged while rg < £rs isThis increases the effective width of anode strips, which in turn decreases the average field
close to the anode thus reducing the gas gain.
Next electronic conductance is considered close to surface FQ, where Egn>0. Only quite
few electrons can diffuse from region 1 to the region FQ; furthermore gas amplification is
weak near FQ, such that rg does not become much smaller than £rsi"s- This region is, therefore
even for high rate operation, only weakly charged either negatively (rg < e r s r s ) or positively
(rg > £ r s r s ). Most probably, the region near F, where gas should be more conductive, is
negatively charged, whereas the region closer to Q is rather positively charged. There is
therefore no substantial charge accumulation in the region FQ.
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One concludes that for a distance DF >15 jim, charging in the region FQ is less important
than that in the region DF; the latter dominates thus the MSGC performance. This
configuration can be achieved by setting the back plane voltage close to the cathode voltage.
In this case formula (39-c) holds for stable gain operation of MSGC:

<rg>DF = e r s r s ,

(41)

where <rg>DF is the average gas resistivity close to the surface DF. Obviously, only substrates
with lower resistivities can support higher counting rates, which correspond to smaller values
of <rg>DF in equ.(41). Equ.(41) is a QEF condition in this case (see section 4.4.3).
However, F may be within 4+6 (im [4] from the anode edge, i.e. inside the avalanche core,
if the potential of the back plane is higher than that of the anode and/or when the drift field is
rather strong [4]. As a consequence, the region DF becomes positively charged at high
counting rate, whereas the surface FQ, in particular the part near F point where avalanche
electron coductance makes rg « £rs r s , is negatively charged. A gain stability is then
determined by the balance between the charges accumulated on the surfaces DF and FQ.
Thus, there may be a stable gain at high rates even for MSGCs made from high resistivity
substrates. In this case equ.(41) is, howevr, not valid, i.e. there are no QEF such that an
electrodynamic simulation is needed to predict gein (in-) stabilities.

5.2 A quantitative formulation for gain stability of MSGCs

5.2.1 An analytic formula for the condition of stable gain operations
Two dimensional fields are considered . According to section (3.4.3) rg is constant along
field lines, therefore <rg>DF should be equal to the mean gas resistivity close to the anode
edge, i.e. to the surface CD ( Fig.9):

<rg>DF= <rg>cD =

(42)

<|>CD/ICD»
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which follows from equ.(19), and where (|)CD a n d ICD are field flux and ion current,
respectively, emerging from the surface CD. The field flux

<J>CD can

be determined from the

electric fields.

The current ICD contains the ion current, Idif, generated by electrons diffusing from region 1
to region 3, and the ion current, IiOc, originating from primary electrons in regions 2 and 3:

ICD = Idif +Iioc-

(43)

The production rate of electrons per unit volume, T|, by ionization is given by:

T) = N n (electrons/s-mm3),

(44)

where N is the rate of incident ionizing radiation (l/s-mm^) and n is the number of generated ionelectron pairs/mm. For X-rays, the quantity n is replaced by k/L, where L is the depth of the gas gap,
and k is the average number of electrons produced by a photon: in argon based gas mixtures k=200
for 5.9 keV X- rays and k=300 for 8 keV X-rays. Assuming T) = const, throughout the gas gap, the
current of primary electrons (ions), Ip, emerging from a volume of area A and unit length along the z
axis is :

Ip = 11 A q,

(45)

where q is the electron charge.

i) Determination of Idif
According to equ.(45) the total current of primary electrons Ipi from region 1 and for unit
length in z direction is:
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Ipi = TI Ai q « 0.5 rtPL q,

(46-a)

where the area Ai =0.5 PL' for a pitch P and a distance L1 of drift plane from the transition
plane between drift field and focus field; L' is approximated by L, the distance of drift plane
from the substrate surface. It follows that

Idif=GiIpiB,

(46-b)

where Gi is the average gas gain for electrons from the drift field; 6 is the fraction of
electrons in region 1 diffusing to region 3. Neglecting the diffusion of secondary electrons
which are produced in the avalanche, the fraction B is calculated from the primary electron
swarms drifting towards the anode surface. The electron swarms are assumed to originate at
the surface separating the drift field from the focus field. The differential distribution of an
electron swarm with its center at O on the anode surface in the (f>-V reference frame is given
by equ.(16-a):

G(<HD) =

The probability for electrons of the swarm to diffuse to region 3 is then :

(47)

Assuming that the centers of all swarms are distributed uniformly between A ( O A ) and B
( O B ) (Fig.9), this leads to:
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B

6 = (O B -<DA>I J P(O) dd>.

(48)

The integrations are performed numerically.

ii) Determination of IiOc
The transverse dimension of the field line bundle which defines region 3 is generally
small such that point C is at the anode edge (fig. 9). The transverse dimension of region 2
near the anode is of the order of half an anode width, i.e. of about 5 |im. The transverse
dispersion of electrons is about 3 Jim (section 2.4.3) in this region. It follows that the
transverse distribution of electrons from regions 2 and 3 is rather uniform near the anode due
to diffusion. Thus the local electron cloud onto anode surface can be considered to be
uniform. This yields using equ.(45):
Iloc * G23 A23 Tl q 8CD/5BD,

(49)

where 6CD and 5BD are the widths of the surfaces CD and BD, respectively (Fig.9); A23 is the
area of region 2 and region 3, and G23 is the average gas gain in regions 2 and 3.
Stable gain operation of MSGC is achieved if <rg>DF = £rs is; at the same time on has r g =
A<t>/AI. With AI= Ns n q(GiAi6 + G23 A23 8CD/$BD)) o n e arrives at:

N s = (<|>cD/(ers r s )) /n q(GiAjB + G 23 A 23

5CD/5BD))

(50)

for the counting rate for stable gain operation. One sees that N s is determined by r s and the
applied voltages, i.e. by G and <1>CDFor practical calculations, Gi and G23 can be approximated by the total gain of MSGC,
calculated or measured.
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5.2.2 Comparison with experiments
For predictions of stable gains from Equ. (50) an electrostatic simulation is sufficient.
Agreement with experiments [10, 11] has been found. Thus a first quantitative explanation for
gain variations of MSGCs has been given [1]. Table 1 gives the details of the measurements
for three MSGCs made from galss substrates [10,11]:
M O C J C IN

MSGC1
Ref.[10]

MSGC 2
Ref.[ll]

MSGC 3
Ref.[ll]

Gas mixture

Ar/CH4 *
(90/10)

Ar/DME
(90/10)

Ar/DME
(90/10)

1.86X109
-6.0

lOl 2
= 6.0

I.8XIOI5
= 6.0

4.0
400.0
10.0
50.0
0.4

10.0
200.0
10.0
80.0
0.4

4.0
400.0
10.0
50.0
0.4

420
0
-500
0

625
0
-500
0

0.78 xlO 5

1.2

x /rcor 1 vro

rs (Q, cm)
£rs

L

(mm)

P

(urn)

Wan (|im)
Wca (jim)

AT** dim)
Van (V)
Vca (V)
Vdr (V)
Vba (V)

0
-750
-1950
-670

Ns(l/(s mm2)) 2.5X10 4
<j)CD ( V )
8CD
5BD

(jam)
(jim)

46.9
0.23

2.98

<G> (measured)
<G> (calculated)

k(8 kev-X)
Ai (|am2)
A23 (|im 2 )
ax (jim)
a«j,(V)

P

43000
300
781200
18700
3.1-3.5
100.4+101.4
8cD/(0.5Wan+AT)

34.2
0.25
5.15
-1000
1007
300
990600
9320
2.55
49.97
0.00056

42.35
0.264

3.88
6490
300
778600
21400
2.42-2.55
58.5-58.8
0.0036

* For MSGC 1 the counting rate is fixed and rs is calculated
for stable gain operation.
** AT : strip thickness.
Table 1: Experimental details for three MSGC measurements and calculated
rates or substrate resistivity for stable gain operation
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The MSGCs of [10,11] have been operated at equal or approximately equal back plane and
cathode potentials; this results in large distances SDF between the anode edge and point F;
from electrostatic calculations one finds
2, and 3, respectively. For

8DF>15

8DF=44.9

|im, 28.1 jim and 145.7 jj.m for MSGC 1,

Jim equ.(41) should hold which yields equ.(50); its use for

comparison is therefore justified. The substrate resistivity for stable gain operation at a given
counting rate is calculated for MSGC 1, whereas the counting rates for stable gain operation
for a given substrate resistivity are calculated for MSGC 2 and 3. The parameter 6 of equ.(50)
is related to the electron transverse diffusion parameter, which will be discussed in section
6.5. Results of these calculation are reproduced in Table 1. A comparison with measured
relative gains is shown in Fig. 10, Fig. 11, and Fig. 12, respectively.
For MSGC 1, the distance between B and the anode edge (Fig.9) is about 2.58 fim, i.e.
smaller than ax ~ 3.1*3.5 (im; the electron density is rather uniform over the whole anode
surface due to diffusion. In this case equ.(50) can be simplified:

N s = <j>CD/(ers r s n qG L (P/2) fi),
or

r s = <j>CD/(ers N s n qG L (P/2) fi),

where B = 5cD/(0.5Wan + AT) (see Table 1 for definitions of W a n and AT), and G is the
average gain of the MSGC. In this case, the parameters: Gi, G23, Ai, A23, and

5BD»

are

irrelevant, in particular, p is not necessarily determined by equ.(47) and equ.(48), for which a
precise knowledge of c?x(E) is important. The uncertainty involved in the calculation is
therefore substantially reduced . So MSGC 1 is a good check of equ. (41) and the theoretical
considerations in section 4.4.2 . Good agreement with the calculation is found.
The performance of MSGC 2 will be discussed in detail in section 6.5.
The prediction for MSGC3 is compatible with the trend of the measurements. Note that
the calculated rate (for stable gain), i.e. N s = l.l/(s mm 2 ), may be of the same magnitude as
that of the eventual background rate, and may explain the "global" gain drop observed in
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1,2

r s =10 9 Qcm
1,01

Prediction: rs=1.86x10 9Q. err

c 0,803

o
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0,4-

N = 2.5x10

4

counts/{s m m 2 ) (8 KeV X-ray)

0,2'
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2500

3000

Time (minnute)

Fig. 10 Measured relative gains as function of time and the predicted substrat
eresistivity for stable gain operation of MSGC 1.

Prediction: Ns =0.78x10 /(s mm 2 )
1,00N=10 5 /(s mm

N=3x105/(s mm

2

)

2

0,90-

N=2x10 6 /(s mm 2 )
0,80

0,0

5,0

10,0

15,0 time (sec)

Fig. 11 Measured relative gains as function of time and the predicted counting
rate for stable gain operation of MSGC 2.
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Prediction: N s = l.l/(s mm 2 )

0,2
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Time (minute)
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Fig. 12 Measured relative gains as function of time and the predicted counting
rate for stable gain operation of MSGC 3.

Chapter 6
Electrodynamic simulations for MSGC

6.1 Electrodynamic equations
Two dimensional simulations of electric fields will be performed in the x-y plane, where x
is orthogonal to the anode/cathode strips, while the y axis is normal to the substrate surface.
The problem space (fig. 13) has a width of a half pitch, it is bounded by the drift plane, back
plane, anode surface, cathode surface and two symmetric planes, A A' and BB', orthogonal to
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the strip plane which cut through the center of an anode strip and of its adjacent cathode strip,
respectively.

•4

B

Drift plane

3-5-5 mm

Anode

Jy-g

r

Jy-s

Jat

iiiiiiiiiinminniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiniimitiii

•Substrate

0.3-f-l.Oum
0.2^-1 mm

Back Plane
Fig. 13 x-y plane for the simulation
The electrodynamic equations valid for MSGCs are (equ. (32), (34) and (35)):

= 0 (in gas and substrate), (51-a)
(J — £gEy-g- 8sEy-s

(substrate surface),
(substrate surface).

x-g - J^x-s

(51-b)
(51-c)

do/dt = jy-s - jwy-g = Ey-s/rs - Ey.g/rg (substrate surface),(51-d)

where the subscripts V and 'y' label the components along the x axis and y axis, respectively;
the subscripts 'g' and 's' stand for 'gas' and 'substrate', respectively. V = V(x,y,t), EX(y).g(s) =
Ex(y)-g(s)(x'Vit)'CT= a ( x ' 0 ) and rg = rg(x,t). A time dependence of E is induced by surface
charging (equ. (51-d)).
The initial conditions are given by equs (36):

V-(VV) =0,
£gEy-g E x -g = Ex-s-

^-s= 0,

(in space)

(52-a)

(at surface)

(52-b)

(at surface)

(52-c)
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Equations (51-a,b,c) closely resemble electrostatic equations, except that V depends on t.
The E field varies slowly with time such that it will be approximated by a static field for a
given t; thus electrostatic simulations are performed for a given time t.

6.2 Basic procedure
At t = 0 the field Eo and the gas gain Go are calculated assuming a(x,t=0) = 0. The
current densities jy.s(x,t=O) and jWy-g(x,t=O) are then calculated; this yields a(x,t+At) = a(x,t)
+ (jy-s - jwy-g)At. The quantities E(t+At) and G(t+At) corresponding to G(t+At) are
determined, and so on :

Gc = 0

> E O ,Go

> jy-S " jcoy-g

T
E(t),G(t)<

>

t = t + At

I
a c = ac+G'y-s-Jwy-g)At

Iterations continue until an equilibrium is achieved with jy-s-jwy-g=0> such that a, E and G
remain constant.
The interval At should be small enough to guarantee the correct convergence of the
iteration loop. As the charging time i, which depends on counting rates, is of the order of
s, it seems appropriate to use At <t/100= £srs/100.

6.3 Simulation of Electric fields
Generally speaking, 200+1000 iterations of electric field configurations with changing surface
charges are needed to obtain the gain as function of time. These calculations should be fast, reliably
convergent and sufficiently precise.
The two dimensional electrostatic simulations are based on the method of finite differences [14].
A multi-grid with up to 2-10^ pixels of sizes varying from 6.25-6.25 p.m2 to 0.1-0.1 |im2 is used.
An initial potential, which is usually the mean voltage applied to the electrodes, is used for all
nodes of the multi-grid except those on the electrodes. Fig. 14 shows a small section of the multi54

grid. The finite difference equation for the potential at a node C reads [14]: Vc = ( VL + VR + V7 +
VB)/4.

This is repeated from node to node, until all the nodes of the multi-grid have been treated, i.e.

a single iteration has been finished. Generally, after several thousand iterations, all node potentials
remain constant. The field E is then calculated based on those node potentials .

Vr
VL

Vc

VR

VB

Fig. 14 A small section of the multi-grid

The potential at C before and after a single iteration is denoted by Vco

an

d ^C- Convergence

means that AVc = Vc -Vco ~* 0. ^n order to speed up the convergence of the simulation, Vc is
modified after every iteration by :

ccAVc,
where a>0 is called 'speeding factor1. The larger a is, the more rapid the convergence in
principle. Selecting a larger a, however, risks no or incorrect convergence. This is why a variable a
is used. It depends on <IAVcl> averaged over all nodes. Usually, a smaller value of a (a = O.(M).l) is
chosen when <IAVcl> begins to oscillate about a mean value, or when <1AVI> increases; a larger value
of a (a ~ O.l-s-0.5) is used, when <IAVcl> continues to decrease. This guarantees convergence,
solutions with (AV/V) ~ 10"7 were obtained in this way after about 1500 iterations.
Some resulting field plots of MSGCs are shown in Fig. 7, 8, 15, and 16.
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6.4 Calculation of current densities close to the surface
The current densities jy. s and jwy-g close to the surface are calculated from the relations:
jy_s=Ey-s/Ts and jWy.g=Ey.g/rg (Equ.(51-d)). The method for calculating rg (section 5.2.1) is
applicable for r g in region 3 (fig.9). However, rather large uncertainties will be involved
when calculating r g in region 4, where electron conductance is dominant, thus equ.(23) does
not strictly hold. A more general method to determine rg for the electrodynamic simulation is
therefore proposed in the following. It will be called 'stepwise method1.
A stationary current state is assumed for a given time t (see section 3.4.2).

6.4.1 Principle of the stepwise method
The two dimensional focus field is split up into about 10^ elements in the <{)-V coordinate
system (see section 2.5.1 and Fig. 15). Two adjacent field lines corresponds include a field
line bundle with a flux 5<}>. The electon (ion) drift currents, 8IW, traversing the boundle's cross
sections are calculated, from which <rg>^ for each element A is obtained from equ.(19), i.e.

<rg>A = 5(j)/5lw,

(53)

The resistivity rg(x,t) entering equ. (51-d) is then determined from the resistivities <rg>A of all
elements close to the surface. Ion (electron) conductance is taken into account in the region
where the normal field component points from gas to substrate (from substrate to gas).
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-100 Jin-

Fig. 15 Field lines (black) and equipotential lines (cyan) dividing the focus
field into small elements; the green line is the equipotential line
separating the drift field from the focus field. Segmentation used for the
simulation is much finer.
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Fig. 16 Fields in the drift region, near the substrate surface as well as in the
substrate corresponding to half pitch of a MSGC

The current from primary electron-ion pairs in each element is determined accorging to
equ.(45), where the quantity A is the area of this element. Assuming the distribution,of
primary electrons along x in the drift field to be uniform, the space-time history of individual
electrons in the drift field is irrelevant for stationary states. The primary electron current Ipi
from region 1, determined from equ.(46-a), can then be assumed to originate at the
equipotential line, Vdiv, which divides the drift field and the focus field as shown in Fig. 15.
This is the only equipotential line which covers the whole cathode pitch and continues then
towards the substrate surface.
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The size of each element is so small, i.e. of a typical dimension of 0.1-K).5 Jim, that the
electron (ion) current in it can be treated as an electron (ion) swarm (section 2.2) originating
at its centre, which drifts, diffuses and becomes amplified in the focus field.
The transverse probability density of a swarm is given by equ.(16-a). As the size of an
electron (ion) swarm is small (section 2.2.2), the mobility \i of all its electrons (ions) can be
taken to be identical. The drift current density of the swarm is therefore proportional to its
charge densities, thus equ.(16-a) holds also for the current density of an electron swarm, i.e.
for 8IW.
Starting with an element next to the cathode surface, the transverse current density at the
next equipotential line is determined by equ.(16-a). The integration of the individual
distributions from all initial elements gives the overall distribution on the next equipotential
line, such that increasing electron currents can be assigned to each element bounded by this
equipotential line. The primary current of an element is added now to the increasing current.
The resulting total current in the element is then taken as a new electron swarm which drifts
and diffuses to the third equipotential line and so on. As the stepwise calculation reaches the
equipotential line Vdiv> the electron currents arriving from the drift field have to be taken into
account. The procedure has to be repeated up to the anode surface. The total gain is defined
by the total electron drift current reaching half of the anode surface divided by total primary
current in the gas gap corresponding to half a pitch. In parallel, ions produced by avalanches
are also recorded for each element, they are added to the primary ions generated in this
element. The ion production rate by avalanches in a region between two adjacent
equipotential lines is equal to the difference between the electron currents entering and
leaving this region. These secondary ions are assigned to each element in this region.
For ions the stepwise procedure introduced for electrons is also applied, but with opposite
drift direction, and without amplification. When the procedure reaches the equipotential line
Vdiv, the ions moving to the drift plane are no longer taken into account, as they are not
relevant to ion conductance near the substrate surface.
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6.4.2 Numerical calculations
The field lines and equipotential lines, which divide the space into small elements are
labeled by subscripts T or j 1 , and 'm', respectively. There is a source current Ii m in element 'i'
at V m and between <|*=(|)i and (J>=(J)i+5<)). The charges in element 'i, m' drift along the field line
<|)c=<j)j+5(j)/2 between V m and V m +i. As shown in fig. 17, AIim.j denotes the drift current in
element 'j' (centered on equipotential line V m +i between two field lines: <(>=<j)j and <|)=<}>j+5<j))
which comes from Ii m . The quantities AIim.j and Ii m are the absolute values of the currents;
the drift direction of electrons, but not of the current direction, is shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17 The electron current, Ii m originates at (§{+&§/2, V m ); its distribution on
the equipotential line Vm+l is a Gaussian Gim((J)-<|)c) of RMS width
AIim-j is its contribution to the current at (<j)j+8(|)/2, V m +i).
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The probability density of a swarm at ((J)c, V m+ i) is (equ.(16-a)):

Gim((|MJ>c) = (2%)~1/2 a ^ - 1 exp(-((|)-(l)c)2/2a(().ini2).

(54)

The contribution AIjm.j to the current Ijm+1 is therefore
(bj+6(l)

Alim-j = Hm-j Iim J GimC^-^c) #

,

(55)

where Fim.j fs the g a s Z^n between the elements 'i,m' and 'j,m+l'. The RMS dispersion Gq,.[m
(equ.(16-b)) is a function of c x , which is calculated from equ.(12) according to the drift
trajectory of the CM of the swarm.
The total current in element (c)>j+5<t>/2,Vm+1), denoted by Ijm+l is then obtained as the sum
over all contributions :
N

m

here Ip-jm+1 is the primary current in the element, N m is the total number of elements at VmThe currents Ijm+1 are calculated for all elements on the equipotential line V m +i, they are
then taken as the new sources to determine the distribution of currents on the next
equipotential line V m+ 2 and so on.
In principle, the current in each element is calculated in this way in order to determine, via
equ. (53), the resistivity r g . However, care must be taken when charges approach the
dielectric surface as discussed next.

6.4.3 Charges at a dielectric surface
There are generally much more charges reaching the surface from the gas side than from
the substrate side, such that only a small fraction is neutralized. According to equ. (35-a), i.e.
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equ.(51-d), the effective charging current is approximated by its drift component jw-gn- The
remaining fraction are re-emitted (see section 4.3.3.2) and is reassigned to the spatial
elements in gas.

Fig. 18 Charges at a substrate surface

The CM of an electron swarm, centered at C (<J>c>Vxn) is now considered; it reaches (<t>c,Vm+i)
on the next equipotential line V m + i (Fig. 18). The charge distribution at V m + i is first
calculated in the absence of the dielectric. In analogy to equ.(55), the part beyond B at <J> ><J>B
and Vm+i i s :
oo

-B = r i m . B Iim

M m -i

Jexp(-((j)-(hc)2/2a<o.im2)

(56)

where the gain is approximated by Fjm.B, the gain for eletrons drifting and diffusing from C
to B (Fig.18). Currents AIjm_B are calculated for i=l to N m at V m . The total rate,
charges reaching surface element AB from gas side is then :
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IAB>

of

^ AIim.B .
i
It is separated into two parts: i). the effective component, Ieff, corresponding to surface
charging or to neutralization of charges on the surface, ii). the reflection component, I re f,:

with

IAB = Ieff+ Iref,

(57-a)

I e f f « I d r i « 5<jW<rg>AB ,

(57-b)

where Idri is drift current onto surface element AB. The field flux

S(J>AB

traverses the surface

element AB; <rg>AB is the mean gas resistivity near AB, calculated from equ.(53):

<rg>AB = (5<J>A/5I W -A + 8<J>B/5I W -B)/2,
where 8I W .A

(5$A)

and

5I W .B ( § $ B )

are

(58)

currents (field fluxes) traversing the elements close to

the surface on the equipotential lines V m and V m +i, respectively. Electrostatic calculations
yield

&)>A and 5<J>B-

The reflected component, I r ef = IAB - Idri, is treated as a new source originating from
surface element AB. For that AB is divided into k segments; Iref is then equally assigned into
all segments. The source in segment Al is assigned to the spatial elements along the
equipotential line V m + i according to the procedure of section 6.4.2; except the part at <(> > <J>B
is again taken as a source evenly distributed over the segments A2 through Ak (see fig. 18).
The same procedure is then performed for the segments Aj, i=2, 3,

k. Finally, the source

at Ajc is entirely assigned to the element at point B. In this configuration most of the reflected
charges will stay near the surface thereby increasing the charge density, p, such that 3p/3n ~ 0
close to the surface for a stationary current state (see section 4.3.3.2).
The reflection may modify

8I W -B,

therefore <rg>AB, Idri. and then Iref, are calculated again

according to equ.(58) and equ.(57-b), respectively. This is iterated several times until
relatively stabe values of Idri and Iref are achieved.
Note, however, that the rms dispersion 0$ is as yet unknown.
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6.5 Determination of c§
The drift length s of an electron (ion) swarm from V m to Vm+1 is s= 0.1^-0.4 jim, thus
the rms dispersion, Gx, is expected to be very small (see equ.(14)). Hence, equ.(16-b) can be
approximated by
a,), = <E> O x ,

where the mean is taken over a range of size 2GX- Numerical integration between 0 and s
according to equ.(12-c) gives G x . As s is small, a further sub-division into a few intervals is
sufficient. The fields, E, and curvatures, 1/R, of the equipotential lines are first determined for
each interval of s, then Oj is determined as function of E.
This requires the knowledge of the dependence of OTS on E in the focus field, i.e. between
about 2 kV/cm and about 1000 kV/cm! This requires a quantitative study of transverse
diffusion in the focus field of gas proportional counters. Systematic data on electron
transverse diffusion exist only for electric fields below 6 kV/cm for Ar-based gas mixtures.
Data on GTe for

an

Ar-CH4 (90/10) gas mixture [8] are shown in Fig. 19; the numerical

values of GTe for E=10kV/cm and E=25 kV/cm are calculated using the MAGBOLIZ
program ofref. [8].
An extrapolation formula based on the preceding data is needed. According to ref. [8],
the electron drift velocity in Argon based gas mixtures increases almost linearly as a function
of E for E>10 kV/cm; on the other hand, the inelastic cross sections for electron-molecule
collisions, in particular the ionisation cross section, increase with electron energy, i.e. at high
fields; this corresponds to a slow increase of the diffusion coeffient X. Keeping in mind that
GT=2(VW) 1 / 2

(equ.(3-d)), a simple formula is proposed to reproduce data on electron

transverse diffusion at high fields:

(59)
Fitting the data one finds T] I = 910.0 |im c n r ^ k V ) 1 ^ for an Ar-CH4 (90/10) mixture. The
corresponding curve is compared to the data from ref.[8] in Fig. 19.
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Fig. 19 Transverse diffusion parameters of electrons in Ar based gas mixture

The data from MSGC 1 (Table 1) is used to check the validity of this extrapolation
formula by comparison between calculated and experimental values of substrate resistivities
for stable gain operation with 8 keV X-ray at a counting rate of 2.5-104 /(s mm^) of 8 keV Xray). In case of a stable gain there are practically no accumulated charges on the substrate
surface, the electric fields are therefore rather stable, resulting in a much smaller uncertainty
of the electrodynamic simulations. Independently, the substrate resistivity for stable gain
operation can also be determined by equ.(50) of section 5.2.1. As one infers from fig.10 the
substrate resistivity of MSGC 1 for stable gain should be somewhat bigger than rs = 10^ Qcm
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[10]. The value calculated from equ.(50) is r s = 1.86-109 Q. cm (table 1), and rs = 1.6-109
Q.cm from the electrodynamic simulation, in good agreement with experiments.
To determine O Te for Ar/DME (90/10) mixture at high fields equ.(59) is used for Ar/DME
(90/10) mixtures, but with a different coefficient r[2<T|i:

(60)

The data from MSGC 2 (Table 1) are used to determine t|2. According to the experiment
(see Fig. 11) the counting rate, N s , for stable gain should be about 0.66-10^ /(s mm^); this is
estimated from an extrapolation in Fig. 20 of the data in Fig. 11 for the equilibrium.
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Fig.20 An extrapolation of the relative gains at equilibrium to determine the
counting rates for stable gain operation of MSGC 2 (Table 1)
Now, the numerical value of T|2 is extracted for N s = 6.6xlO4/(s mm2) via equatons (47, 48,
50) and by an electrodynamic simulation using equ. (60) as shown in Fig. 21:
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Fig.21 Calculation of counting rates for stable gain operation for MSGC 2
(Table 1) by both electrodynamic simulation and equ. (50) as function
of r\2 i n formula (60).

To reproduce the data one needs T]2 = 638.0 and r\2 = 612.0 for equ.(50) and for the
electrodynamic simulation, respectively. The difference is about 4%. For what follows T|2 =
620.0 (urn cm"5/6(kV)1/3) is used; the corresponding curve is shown in Fig. 19, too. This
value of T|2 corresponds to a counting rate, Ns, for operation of MSGC 3 (Table 1) compatible
with the data : N s = l.l/(s mm2).
Transverse diffusion for Ar + ions in Ar-based gas mixtures [9] can be fit by the following
formula:
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with Co = 8.6 U.m cm" 1 / 2 and Ci = 96.0 |J.m cm-1-1 (kV)0-6 as shown in Fig. 22.
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6.6 Calculation of gas gain
Gas amplification occurs when the fields exceed a threshold of about 1CH-20 kV/cm for Ar
based gas mixture [8]). The gas gain for the electrons drifting along a field line from so to si
is calculated by the following formula based upon the first Townsend coeffient a:

G = exp(Jads),
so

(61)

where ds is the differential drift length. An empirical formula of ref.[15,16] is used to
calculate a for an Ar/CH4 (90/10) gas mixture:

a = $i exp(-KiE-l/2),

(62)

with £i= 3.88 (l/|im) and K i= 8.82 (V/p-m)^ a t atmospheric pressure. For Ar/DME (90/10),
this formula is adapted to the experimental data shown in Fig.(23-a) [17]:

(63)
with h,2 =3.876 /|im, K2= 11.63 (V/|im)2/3 at atmospheric pressure, with E in V/|im and a in

The gain Gk along a field line Ok from V m to Vm+1 (Fig. 17) is obtained by equ.(61)
integrating a along this line. The gains Gi m -j in equ.(55) are approximated by the average of
between ®i and <&j and between Vm and
j
k=i
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Experiments [4] have been performed with a MSGC on D263 glass with the following
characteristics: P=200 [im, W a n=9 |im, Wca=70 (im, depth of gas gap«3 mm, strip
thickness=0.95 jam, substrate thickness=500 |Lim, and gas mixture: Ar/DME (90/10). As
shown in Fig.23-b, good agreement between measurement and simulation is found.
The gains measured and calculated from equ. (63) for MSGC 2 and MSGC 3 are given in
Table 1. The simulation for MSGC 2 [11] is in agreement with the measured value. The
measured value for MSGC 1 is not mentioned in ref. [10].
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Chapter 7
Detailed comparison with experiments and conclusions
7.1 Comparison with the experiments
So far rather global characteristics of MSGC performance have been confronted to model
predictions, mainly to calibrate their basic assumption. Now, more differential data are looked
at.
Gain variations as function of time from electrodynamic simulations of 3 different MSGCs
with substrate resistivities from 10 12 to 10 15 £1 cm and counting rates from 90 to 2-l()6/(s
mm2) are compared with to the measurements in Fig. 24 through 27. The experimental datas
in Fig. 24,25, 26 and Fig. 27 come from ref. [11] and [18], respectively.
The simulation datas shown in fig.24 confirm the experimental result that a MSGC on a
substrate with electronic conductance (10 12 Qcm) can support a counting rate up to 105 /(s
mm 2 ). One supposed in section 4.3.3.2 and 6.4.3 that just a part of charges reaching the
surface are stuck or neutralized. In order to show the necessity of such a supposition, fig.25
gives the result of an incorrect simulation for the same MSGC assuming that all charges
reaching the surface are stuck or neutralized. Obviously, there are big differences between the
simulation and the measurement in both the gain drop times and the equilibrium gains.
Fig.26 shows the datas for MSGC 3 of Table 1, made on high resistivity substrate and
operating at equal cathode and back plane voltages. Both the measurement and the simulation
indicate serious gain drops even at low rates. As disscussed in section 5.2.2, the background
rate may bring gain drops and may explain the "global" gain drop observed in ref.[ll].
The datas for a MSGC on a high resistivity substrate but operating at a back plane voltage
above the anode voltage is shown in Fig.27. The gain drop is only about 5% at a rate of 104/(s
mm 2 ). In this case point F (defined in section 5.1) enters into the avalanche core; variation of
the gas gain is influenced by both positively charging on DF area and negatively charging on
FQ area (section 5.1). As compared with the preceding two examples, more difficulties arise
in the simulation, in paticular, for allocation of point F and for calculation of the gas currents
in both DF and FQ areas. This example is therefore a more strict check to the electrodynamic
simulation. Again, both the measurement and the simulation give the same trends.
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Generally one finds agreement within about 15% from the comparisons. The differences
mainly come from calculations of electron diffusion and simplification of the surface
charging mechanism (section 4.3.3.2); the restriction to two dimensional fields, concentrated
X-ray beams with a diameter of about 1 mm, influence of the window of MSGC on incident
X-rays, and a lack of precise substrate resistivities and permittivities may also introduce some
uncertainty. Hence the uncertainty reflects essentially the accurancy of the theoretical models
described in chater 2,3 and 4, since all the calculations are based on them.
Fig.28 shows the expected rate capability of a MSGC on Glass D263 (r s = 10 14 Qcm),
made in IReS, assuming different strip thicknesses and a back plane voltage of 800Vabove
the anode voltage. The real strip thickness is 0.95 jim. The simulation predicts that good rate
capability can be obtained for MSGCs with high resistivity substrates by reducing strip
thickness coupled with raising back plane potential.
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7.2 Conclusions
1)- A differential equation (equ.(9)) for the time dependence of electron dispersion in
inhomogeneous fields and a relation for surface charge accumulation (equ. 39)) have been
derived. Coupled with a precise simulation of electric fields, especially near the substrate
surface, these approaches give the first quantitative explanation of the mechanism of
surface charging and of gain variations observed with MSGCs [1].

2)- The electrodynamic simulation contains three essential ingredients, i.e. diffusion in
inhomogeneous fields, gas conductance and electrodynamic fields in a system of many
dielectrics with finite resistivities. It reproduces the dynamic process of gain variations by
surface charging. Quantitative calculations match the data within less than 15% .

3)- The simulation explains the experimental fact that, using low resistivity (ICF -*• 1 0 ^ ohm
cm) substrates, one can get stable gain operation with counting rates up to
counts/(s

^

4)-The electrodynamic simulation suggests that raising the potential of the back plane allows
to operate MSGCs with high resistivity substrates ( > 1 0 ^ Q. cm) at rather stable gain at
rates up to

IO^-S-IO^

counts/(s mm2). This has been verified by a measurement [4].

5)- The electrodynamic simulation predicts also that stability and rate capability of MSGCs
with high substrate resistivities can be improved further by reducing the strip thickness
to less than 0.4 fim in addition to applying a positive back plane potential (Fig.27).
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